Abstract-This Software defined networks helps to realize extraordinary services that can be easily embedded in network operations of switch. It provokes the decomposition of the control and data planes. The control plane is more extensible, as it is unproblematic to change or introduce any new functionality into the network. It is studied that any new integration can be easily added up with a very low line of code (LOC). The work proposes a fuzzy based approach for traffic provisioning in SDN. Fu zzy Logic Control System (FLCS) is a controller co mp rising of two fuzzy systemsLabel Switched Path setup System (LsS) and Traffic Splitting System (TSS). The co mputation of dynamic status of Load and Delay is utilized by LsS to arrange the paths in preference order. The attained Link Capacity and Utilizat ion Rate are emp loying by TSS for maintain ing congestion free path. Created three different topologies and performed ping reachability test and executed iperf testing tool for performance analysis on Mininet framework.The impact of this is to facilitate better decision making for splitting the traffic for different capable paths. Simulat ion setup is deployed using OpenFlow Switches and Controllers to study their performance. The packet delivery rat io remained above 98% , showing rare chances of congestion and delay was below than 2.6 seconds with TTL in range of 60-80 milliseconds.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many , independent research scholars and technicians have recommended that the promotion of packet based technologies is now an absolute necessary only then the reduction of Operational Expenses (OpEx) and Cap ital Expenses (Cap Ex) in their networks can be achieved for the time being. Therefore, it is overbearing on part of many research institutes to take up this work in this area implement reliable solution like Mult i Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) based solutions as SDN.
In SDN, the network control is partit ioned from the forwarding mechanis m and is d irectly programmab le. SDN is believed to be a new networking technology that adds potential benefits for the Next Generation Internet. The controller is a logically centralized having a broad view of network and controls mu ltip le packet-forward ing devices (switches) that can be configured via an OpenFlow interface. An OpenFlo w model consists of two key co mponents OpenFlow Switch and OpenFlow Controller. These components communicate via the OpenFlow Protocol. The benefits include the simp lified MPLS control plane architecture allows to introduce any new protocol to work. It reduces protocol load in router CPUs (LDP, IS-IS, M P-BGPLMP, RSVP-TE, I-BGP and OSPF). As, control plane is more extensible so it is new functionality can be effortlessly introduced in the network. It also enhances MPLS base recovery Fast Reroute Recovery (FRR) and Auto-bandwidth [1] [2] [3] .
SDN provides dynamic network architecture that facilitates transformat ion fro m tradit ional network backbone into rich service delivery platfo rms. Soft ware defined Networking is having following features: -(1) Highly Dynamic (2) Easily Manageable (3) Cost Effective (4) Adaptable and suitable for the high volume traffic. Researchers are working for developing more optimize and efficient SDN controllers [4] , switches in different programming languages (pyretic, python 2.7, Perl).
The paper is prepared as follows. The section II, presented preliminaries on the subject of this work, i.e. Software Defined Networking, Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS), OpenFlo w, M ininet and deployed approach FLCS. The section III, described the proposed fuzzy approach and its imp lementation. Section IV presented the simulation settings . Analysis is described in section V and finally, conclusions are discussed in section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
An SDN instance consists of three major parts: application, control plane, and data plane. The application label indicates a part that explo its the decoupled control and data plane to achieve specific goals, such as a security mechanism or a network measurement solution.
Applications communicate with a controller at the control plane via the northbound interface of the control plane. The control plane manipulates forwarding devices through a controller to achieve the specific goal of the target application. The controller uses the southbound interface of the SDN-enabled switch to connect to the data plane as shown in Fig.1 . The data p lane supports a shared OpenFlow protocol with the controller and handles the actual packets based on the configurations that are manipulated by the controller [5, 6] . W ith the SDN, operators have the capability to make an offline optimization tool to online. The controller can access the results of tool and use OpenFlow to directly efficiently manipulate the forwarding tables of all LSRs [1] [2] [3] . 
A. Open Programming Extended Network (OpenFlow) Architecture
OpenFlow provides an open programmable, virtualized platform for the switches and routers. An OpenFlow simulat ion model has two key co mponents: OpenFlow switch and OpenFlow controller. These components channelized via the OpenFlo w protocol [14, 15] . OpenFlo w Switches consists of Flow Tab les [FT1, FT2 ... FTn] and Group Table [GT] and perform packet lookups and forwarding [23] . Each OpenFlow switch has a chain of flow tables, and each table keeps a set of flow entries. A flow is defined as the set of packets that match a pair of source and destination MAC addresses [7, 8] . The forwarding/routing ru les are defined by flow entry. It is composed of a bit pattern indicating the flow attributes a list of act ions, and a collection of counters. Each flow entry states -execute the set of measures on all packets in the flow‖. As illustrated in algorith m 1, act ions like forward the packet -a‖ fro m port A, drop the packet -b‖ from port B [23] and etc.
OpenFlow acts as a Switch-API that dynamically updates flow table state and therefore LSP state. It results in the emerging of mu ltiple LSP in parallel that reduces network blend [1, 2, 11, 17, 23] . When a packet arrives at a switch, the switch searches for matched flow entries in the flow tables and executes the corresponding lists of actions. If no match is d iscovered for the packet, the packet is queued, and an inquiry event propels to the OpenFlow controller. The controller responds with a new flow entry for handling that queued packet. Subsequent packets in the same flow will be handled by the switch without contacting the controller, and will be forwarded at the switch's full line rate. The set of communicat ion messages between switch and controller is shown in Fig  2. An OpenFlow switch has one or mo re forwarding tables that are controlled by a centralized controller, thus realizing programmab ility in the control plane. Forwarding tables are used to control packets (forwarding or dropping). Therefore, accord ing to the controller strategy that handles the forward ing tables, an Open Flow switch can take action as a router, switch, NAT, firewall, or exh ibit similar functions that depend on packet-handling ru les. The functionality of controller is studied using algorithm below. 
B. MPLS-TE module
The prevalence of smartphones and streamed audio and video services causes explosive increase in t raff ic which can be excellently managed by MPLS networks. MPLS is deployed by carrier due to its exceptional features like MPLS data plane possess basic mechanis ms of pushing on, swapping and popping off M PLS labels in label switched path (LSP) [18] . These mechanis ms are done by control driven protocols. In this paper, we are proposing fuzzy based control driven protocol provid ing traffic provisioning in the network. The work is accomplished using extensible OpenFlow & SDN. The significant advantage of doing so is this that control driven using fuzzy can be easily acceptable by control plane. Th is is so that MPLS would be able to provide more services than today. The aim is to universally optimize the resources, making them mo re and more vigorous by program networking applications [18] . New capabilit ies are 0=-not tied with the layers of protocols. The best part is this that in OpenFlow, there is no need to make changes in MPLS control p lane algorithms. The results of using this novel approach have been a great significance that fits its well and makes control architecture ideal for next generation networks 
C. The implication of OpenFlow
OpenFlow base SDN design supports map abstraction that allows the network to become p rogrammable and manageable, scalable and agile. It validates that the proposed intelligent approach is able to allocate resources dynamically. The SDN concept reduces routing trouble by abolishing the need of many protocols (LDP, IS -IS, MP-BGPLMP, RSVP-TE, I-BGP and OSPF) [1, 2, 11, 12, 18] . So, hence lines of code (LOC) are also optimized. This is the big motivation for implementation in real network scenario, so that researchers can easily deploy new protocols [13] . The co mprehensive study of SDN has been performed. Here, the practical details are listed below in Table 1 
III. DEPLOYING FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLED SYSTEM (FLCS) IN CONTROL PLANE
We leverage our previous work [19] on a Mininet emu lation system. In this research work, we have exploited the behavior of OpenFlow-based SDN controller to deal with potential performance issues like (1) State Consistency (2) Scalability (3) Flexib ility (4) Security (5) Availability. The techniques are not only improving the simulation performance, but are also valuable for designing scalable SDN controllers [23] .
We have proposed fuzzy approach composed of two sets of fu zzy rule matrix or fuzzy mixed metric (FMM ) -LsS and TSS. In LsS, rule base of 25 rules are processed on the dynamic input values of traffic statistics (load, delay). It generates the matrix after the execution of complete fuzzy inference system (FIS). The co mputed values from the lowest to highest fuzzy value of LSPs, generates the list of LSPs in preference order. It fulfills an appropriate QoS requirement of network. In TSS, rule base of 35 rules are p rocessed on the updated value of frequency of using particular LSP i.e. utilization rate and the link capacity of LSP. It performs traffic splitting among paths in order to realize TE in network. A prototype of design of fuzzy traffic provisioning approach for MPLS -TE shown in Fig. 3 . The pseudo code of proposed fuzzy based methodolo gy is described in next subsection A. The main algorith m and sub-algorith ms (LsS and TSS) are fo llo wed by the description of data structure and variables used. The approach is strongly justifying the alarming need of load balancing in network [16, 17, 20] . Our approach is simp le. So, it can be easily adaptable with the accessible design. The proposed effort assist researchers to set an appropriate and meaningful direction for future SDN Fig. 3 . The entry has the label value as the l2 destination and wildcard for other fields. Also the corresponding action of the rule is to send the packet to a specified port on the switch [25] . It is an open source network emu lator that creates a network consists of Switches, Controlle r and Hosts. It works on Linu x kernel. It easily creates virtual networks for swift prototyping of SDN designs using OpenFlow. Th is is the command line interface (CLI) which is high ly flexib le, scalable and realistic deployable. The basic installation procedure is discussed in [7, 8, 11] .
We proposed the use of MPLS data plane with an open control plane. An introducing fu zzy logic in control plane is demonstrated with this platform. We have assembled a network prototype to verify architecture constructs and authenticate the simplicity and extensibility of proposed approach. We have implemented the features of traffic engineering (TE) and Quality of Serv ice (QoS) to optimize MPLS-TE. LOC is also shorter than using a traditional approach [1, 2, 5, 6, 12, 17] . In this paper, we have proposed the prototype of fuzzy based traffic management approach for OpenFlow controller. The design of Fuzzy Logic based System is significantly simple and providing elasticity to the system.
A. Mininet Framework
It is a network simulation tool that runs a collection of hosts, switches, routers and lin ks on a single Linu x kernel. Mininet host runs standard Linu x Net work software and its switches support OpenFlow for versatile custom routing [21] . It allows emu lating arb itrary OpenFlow network on machine. Min inet also enables ping, iperf softwares to study and generate traffic. It measures performance parameters like throughput, delay, packet drop.
B. MPLS-TE
We have implemented this prototype of the algorith m in the POX controller and measure its performance in three different topologies. By adding changes in load balancing module and traffic type aware routing module [20, 21] . The traffic type aware routing module ensures that only those flows of a certain traffic type (voice, video, web) are permissible for routing activ ities. Tab le 2 describes the configurations of simu lation setup. We used POX controller and imp lemented proposed algorith m. In this paper, a performance analysis is done by testing network connectivity between nodes. TCP and UDP throughput bandwidth monitoring is evaluated. Network connectivity is tested by ping, which correspond by ICM P echo request message and wait for reply indicat ing IP connectivity between defined nodes [9, 10, 18] .
The simulation work has been done using the available Mininet commands [9, 10, 18, 20] . The snapshots of performed simulation tests are given in Appendix A. The details of snapshots are listed in below Table 3 . The simulation is performed on three topologies as shown in Fig. 4 . The topology with 4 host (host h1,host h2, host h3 and host h4) in Fig. 4 (a), 1 switch, 1 controller second topology consists of with 3 host (host h1,host h2 and host h3 ) in Fig. 4(b) , 1 switch, 1 controller and third topology consists of 2 host (host h1 and host h2), 1 switch, 1 controller in Fig. 4(c) .
The following Steps are performed on these network topologies:-(1) Generated hosts each one with dissimilar IP address as defined Algorithm 1. (2) Establish Connection of hosts (h1, h 2, h3, h 4) with Switch S1 w ith the Ethernet cable (eth0, eth1, eth2). (3) Set up of MAC address of host (h1, h2) to its IP address [18] . (4) Configures the s1 for the connection with the remote controller c0. 
V. ANALYSIS
Emp irical results show that, when the capacity of the high volume traffic lines is above 10 gigabits per second (Gb/s). The previous algorithms metric calculations become asymptote in nature and rate of change is become nearly constant while measuring so me met rics. Th is situation becomes more unclear when we t ry to measure mu ltip le variables influencing each other. Especially, when the work in mix bag of old and new switches and routers are also upgraded for scalability needs. The computation of the routing paths, priorit ies and delay becomes numerically unstable. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS
SDN is beco ming popular due to its interesting features, design and organization of networks. Ho wever, there are still important challenges to be solved before realizing successful SDN. In th is paper, existing SDN related technologies has been introduced and discussed several future directions to realize data plane and control plane programmability. In fact, current southbound Application Programming Interface (API) is not supple and mostly translated as Open Flo w protocol. In traditional netwo rk arch itecture, the control p lane and the data plane cooperate within a device v ia internal protocols. But, in SDN, the control plane and the data plane are separated.
Along with this the control logic is moved to an external controller. This external controller is answerable for monitoring and managing all of the states in the network. The controller release signals to the data plane using the OpenFlow protocol. It defines the communicat ion between the controller and the data planes of all the forward ing elements. The controller sets rules about the data-forwarding behaviors of each forwarding device through the OpenFlo w protocol, including ru les including drop, forward, modify, or enqueue of packets. The proposed algorithm co mb ined with the decision making based on fuzzy ru les has exposed superior results. LOC also get reduced as well as the smooth integration of the various external modules and libraries have been done. Therefore, we believe that understanding of the design of SDN, functionality of OpenFlow and applying Fuzzy Logic maximizes the potential benefits of SDN. A ping performance test connected with assumed nodes has been executed. Echo request packets are channelized wh ich have been fortunately received and ping stats have also been obtained. The verification that host can ping each other is depicted using Xterms. Internet Performance Test is done by Iperf, which is network testing tool and can generate TCP and UDP data streams and estimate the Max TCP Bandwidth and illustrates UDP specifications (Bandwidth, jitter, datagram loss, and speed). Thus to the highest degree, it clarifies the imp lementation of the algorithms and decision making system. 
